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Yangarra New Releases 

he latest six wines from Yangarra excited considerable interest 

when they arrived. Though Yangarra is McLaren Vale-based, I 

knew they wouldn’t be “standard” regional styles. Winemaker 

Peter Fraser draws on considerable international experience to put his 

thumbprint on every wine he crafts. My keen anticipation was not 

misplaced. 

 

 

 

2019 Yangarra Estate Vineyard McLaren Vale Roussanne  I’ve 
always felt that roussanne needs a little bit of work. It’s similar to 
chardonnay in that respect. A simple ferment in an inert vessel produces 
fruity but unexciting wine. This one demonstrates exactly what I mean. 
The white peach/citrus fruit carries hints of nutty lees characteristics and 
the merest whiff of oak. The palate is rich, long, textured and fresh.  

($35.00)  ★★★★☆ 

Whole-bunch pressed in a basket press. Wild yeast fermentation in older French 

barriques and puncheons and 25% new French puncheons. Stirred on lees during 

seven months in barrel. 

2018 Yangarra Estate Vineyard Roux Beauté McLaren Vale 
Roussanne  What did I say about roussanne needing some work? Here’s 
a wine that reflects imagination and skill, and is anything but 
conventional. It’s a bright pale yellow colour and the nose suggests stone 
fruit, lemon curd and shortcrust pastry. This is a stunning, complex wine 

of richness, texture and length. ($55.00)  ★★★★★ 

50% destemmed, crushed then placed in 675 litre ceramic eggs in which fermentation 

on skins took place. Skin contact extended for 193 days before pressing. The other 

50% was pressed into ceramic eggs and fermented off skins.  
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2019 Yangarra Estate McLaren Vale Grenache Rosé  Very pale pink-
orange colour. The perfume is subtly floral. This a dry rosé with a fine 
talc-like texture, and just-right grip to match the delicate flavour. Acid 

comes in a tad obviously on the finish.  ($25.00)  ★★★★ 

Whole- bunch pressed in a basket press. Wild yeast fermentation in stainless steel and 
older French barriques. Lees-stirred monthly. 

2018 Yangarra Estate Vineyard McLaren Vale Shiraz  The vibrant 
dark berry nose shows a hint of herbal stemminess. The palate is nicely 

poised, of good weight, with a caress of oak.  ($35.00)  ★★★★ 
20% whole bunch with a splash of viognier. Kept on lees in French oak (20% new) 

for ten months.  

2018 Yangarra King’s Wood McLaren Vale Shiraz  The bright 
blackberry/dark cherry aromas are positively influenced by a hint of 
herbal complexity. This is a fine, long, intense, savoury shiraz that is very 
light on its feet for a McLaren Vale. It’s well worth cellaring.  ($55.00)  

★★★★☆ 

25% whole bunch, cold soak, open fermenters. Wild yeast ferment. Matured in 25 hl 

French foudres for 15 months. 

2018 Yangarra Estate Vineyard Otivelli McLaren Vale Grenache  
Brilliant light red/purple colour. The cherry/potpourri nose is full of life, 
and fine, savoury tannins balance a long, medium-weight palate. ($55.00)  

★★★★☆ 

100% destemmed, crushed and tipped into 675 litre ceramic eggs where fermentation 

took place. The wine remained on skins for 158 days. No oak was used. 

 

No doubt about it, all six examples are distinctive, fresh and satisfying. 

They have that certain je ne seis quoi that makes wine fascinating. 

Lester Jesberg 

 

https://www.yangarra.com/wines-of-yangarra/ 

 

 

 

If you’re not a Winewise subscriber, please join us (Only $35 per 
year)   http://winewise.net.au/ 
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